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Indian Philosophy
2008

tracing the development of indian philosophy as a single tradition of thought these two volumes provide a classical exposition of indian
thought the author showcases ancient philosophical texts and relates them to contemporary issues of philosophy and religion he presents the
essential meaning and significance of individual texts and philosophies and also draws parallels between indian and western philosophical
traditions the first volume covers the vedic and epic periods including expositions on the hymns of the rig veda the upanishads jainism
buddhism and the theism of the bhagvadgita the second investigates the six brahmanical philosophical systems the theism of ramanuja
saiva ethics metaphysicas and literature and the theism of the later vaishnavas this second edition with a new introduction by eminent
philosopher j n mohanty underlines the continuing relevance of the two volumes and the philosophic tradition they represent lucidly written
these books will form essential reading for students teachers scholars of indian philosophy as well as general reader interested in the
development and growth of indian thought jacket

Living With a Purpose
2018-11-27

dr radhakrishnan sketches the lives of fourteen individuals who have influenced india s life and culture significantly and altered the course of
its history among these are social reformers like swami dayanand and raja ram mohan roy political thinkers and activists like lala lajpat rai
sardar patel tilak and gokhale and a giant among scientists jagdis bose all of them had one thing in common they broke the barriers of
tradition and normalcy and strove for noble ideals they dreamt and had the courage and tenacity to turn their dreams into reality

The Philosophy of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
1992

about the book sarvepalli radhakrishnan former president of india is regarded as one of the representative of its rich philosophic tradition and
its leading spokesman dor a reconciliation of eastern and western spiritual values sarvepalli himself has

The Bhagavadgita
2015-08-04

a classic rendering of one of the world s greatest epics the bhagavadgita or sacred song holds an assured place among the world s great



scriptures in fourteen hundred lines of verse the relationship of man with god and the intense joy of divine love are celebrated in a language
that is precise and beautiful this edition of the bhagavadgita offers the sanskrit text as well as s radhakrishnan s english translation and a
commentary that has become a classic

The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore
1961

here are the chief riches of more than 3 000 years of indian philosophical thought the ancient vedas the upanisads the epics the treatises of
the heterodox and orthodox systems the commentaries of the scholastic period and the contemporary writings introductions and interpretive
commentaries are provided

A Source Book in Indian Philosophy
2014-07-17

in the centenary of radhakrishnan s birth this commemorative volume reexamines the worth of his legacy in the light of modern
developments and look critically at his one world philosophy and the religion of the spirit

Radhakrishnan
1989

dr sarvepalli radhakrishnan september 5 1888 april 17 1975 was a philosopher and statesman one of the foremost scholars of comparative
religion and philosophy in his day he is best known for having introduced the thinking of western idealism into indian philosophy into western
thought he was an oxford don who became the first vice president and the second president of india sarvepalli is his family name and
radhakrishnan is his first name he was born at tiruttani a town in tamil nadu south india his primary education was in gowdie school tiruvallur
he graduated with a master s degree in arts from the university of madras

Life and Works of Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan
2007-01-01

biography of sarvpalli radhakrishnan inspirational biographies for children by neeraj this book is a biography of sarvapalli radhakrishnan a
philosopher and statesman who served as the second president of india the book explores radhakrishnan s life and work including his many



contributions to indian philosophy and culture key aspects of the book biography of sarvpalli radhakrishnan philosophy and culture the book
celebrates radhakrishnan s many contributions to indian philosophy and culture and highlights his legacy as a great indian thinker historical
context the book places radhakrishnan s life and work in the broader context of 20th century indian history providing historical background
for readers inspiration the book is geared towards children and offers inspiration and motivational insight into the life of a great indian figure
neeraj is an indian author and historian who has written extensively on indian history and society his biography of sarvpalli radhakrishnan for
children provides a valuable introduction to one of india s most important philosophical and cultural figures

Biography of Sarvpalli Radhakrishnan
2021-02-01

dr sarvepalli radhakrishnan was an indian philosopher and statesman he was the first vice president and the second president of india the
inside pages contain an interesting account of how a middle class village boy became a great philosopher educationist and statesman the
book also gives its readers minute detail about his life career and personality we hope the book will prove successful in clinching the readers
interest

Biography of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
2020-10

the spiritual homelessness of modern man cannot last long thus believed dr sarvepalli radhakrishnan 1888 1975 a prominent philosopher
educationalist and one of the makers of modern india his solution to the problems of humanity is a return to the religion of spirit to be
achieved through the right kind of education radhakrishnan advocated a sound educational philosophy aimed at harmonious development of
the human personality with utmost emphasis on moral and spiritual education this book effectively presents radhakrishnan s thoughts
highlighting their relevance to the present day the author has at length discussed indian philosophy in comparison with the western thought
and successfully established that the east west synthesis as propagated by radhakrishnan is the need of the hour to arrest the self
destructive tendency of the world and ensure development and peace readers will also get an account of radhakrishnan s life story in the
backdrop of the political history of pre and post independent india

Educational Philosophy of Dr S Radhakrishnan
2017

sarvepalli radhakrishnan stands alongside nehru and gandhi as one of the most eminent indians of his time he served as india s ambassador
to russia and advised among others stalin mao nehru and indira gandhi and in may 1962 he became president of india the details of his



remarkablelife are provided in this authoritative biography by his who has relied extensively on the radhakrishnan papers still privately
possessed by his family as well as on official archives within the country and abroad

Radhakrishnan
1992

in this significant book dr radhakrishnan comes nearest to talking about himself and yet as was his wont instead of narrating the events of his
life he gives us a peep into his soul his thoughts and self development and makes us concious of our own destiny

The Pursuit Of Truth
2003-03

it is the thought of sarvepalli radhakrishnan that is most often presented in the west as hinduism he was a remarkable man in addition to
having been president of india while nehru was prime minister and the indian ambassador to the soviet union he held the spaulding chair of
comparative religion and ethics at oxford university and he continues to be a culture hero of india radhakrishnan s thought developed in the
context of his full life robert minor places his thought in that context his book traces the influences on him and the growth of his thought from
his birth in tirutani to his retirement to madras the book contains a complete bibliography of radhakrishnan s writings and of the secondary
literature

Radhakrishnan
1987-09-30

sarvepalli radhakrishnan 1888 1975 philosopher and former president of india

The Basic Writings of S. Radhakrishnan
1981

hindi translation of english bestseller indian philosophy



Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
1988

the writings of sarvepalli radhakrishnan philosopher and former president of india constitute one of the best possible introductions to indian
thought and culture they are the most important body of work in the development of recent indian and western studies in comparative
philosophy this volume contains a representative selection of radhakrishnan s most significant writings in these area it explains the aims key
concepts and major predispositions of radhakrishnan s thoughts and deals with his interpretation of indian philosophy his systematic version
of vedanta his reinterpretation of hindu dharma and yoga and his consistent plea for the universal synthesis on the plane of spirit

Bhartiya Darshan-I
1989

sarvepalli radhakrishnan colleague of gandhi nehru and tagore former ambassador to the soviet union and now vice president of india is
regarded as the greatest living thinker of the east the ablest representative of its rich philosophic tradition and its leading spokesman for a
reconciliation of eastern and western spiritual values in this volume twenty three world renowned scholars have contributed a series of
brilliant critical essays covering every aspect of radhakrishnan s thought his contributions to social philosophy and political philosophy to
modern religion and mysticism to his influence on contemporary hinduism and his place in the main currents of twentieth century philosophy

Basic Writings Of S. Radhakrishnan
1972-01-01

sarvepalli radhakrishnan 1888 1975 educationist and former president of india

Recovery of Faith
1968

the book gives a detailed view of the illustrious life of dr s radhakrishnan



The Philosophy of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
1999

it is the thought of sarvepalli radhakrishnan that is most often presented in the west as hinduism he was a remarkable man in addition to
having been president of india while nehru was prime minister and the indian ambassador to the soviet union he held the spaulding chair of
comparative religion and ethics at oxford university and he continues to be a culture hero of india radhakrishnan s thought developed in the
context of his full life robert minor places his thought in that context his book traces the influences on him and the growth of his thought from
his birth in tirutani to his retirement to madras the book contains a complete bibliography of radhakrishnan s writings and of the secondary
literature

The Philosophy of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
1952

this book presents a critical and comprehensive biography of radhakrishnan the authors explain how radhakrishnan who had a british
knighthood and an oxford professorship and who did not participate in india s struggle for freedom became important in the political life of
independent india they show how this philosophy professor and vice chancellor often expressed radical views developed rapport with
national leaders and became president of indian under nehru without losing the goodwill and regard of either the british intellectuals or the
colonial government of india it is the thought of sarvepalli radhakrishnan that is most often presented in the west as hinduism through an
analysis of his autobiographical sketches writings of those who knew him and worked with him and documents the authors come to grips with
radhakrishnan s complex personality which in spite of his greatness and varied achievements is all too human

Maya In Radhakrishnan'S Thought
1984

the inspiring life stories of great personalities of india have left unforgettable impressions on indian history and civilization their lives work
thoughts sacrifice courage commitment and achievements will act as a source of inspiration and motivation for children and help in building
their personality

Educational Philosophy of Dr. Sarvepalli Radha Krishnan
2006



dr radhakrishnan is an all time favourite of academicians and philosophers and deemed the most trustworthy friend of the common man the
present book fulfils the need of all those who are in quest of testing the nectar of radhakrishnan s wisdom in a condensed form his book on
gandhi that awakens our conscience and infuses with love for gandhi has been particularly studied written in a style which appeals to the
intellectual and the layman alike this book is bound to be a great source of intellectual enrichment as well as spiritual enjoyment for those
who recognize that mind must always remain above matter aptly remarked by justice gulab gupta ex vice chancellor rani durgawati
university jabalpur it is an extraordinary work of understanding and expression and would promote respect for spirituality morality and noble
thoughts ms mamta anand s analysis and interpretation of gandhiji s prabhamandal reinterpretes gandhiji s evolution as a mahatma

DR. S. RADHAKRISHNAN
2016-09-08

this book contains 8100 questions with their answers it is a collection of various exams this book covers history geography indian polity and
indian economy this is a chapter wise collection questions are given in one liner format

Radhakrishnan
1987-09-30

sarvepalli radhakrishnan 1888 1975 philosopher and former president of india

Radhakrishnan
1990-09-11

orphaned at age six and taken in by a heartless couple nine year old katie rose spends her days doing chores and dreaming of going west to
find her uncle jack then mr stevens brings home an unbroken mustang and katie s world changes katie is drawn to the horse s wildness and
he seems to sense her need for companionship so when katie learns that the stevenses plan to join the expansion west 150without her or the
mustang 150she makes a desperate decision to go on her own and she will not leave the mustang behind

Dr. Radhakrishnan
2014-02-21

a collection of enlightening speeches and writings from one of india s most respected thinkers and statesmen s radhakrishnan this book



offers insights into various topics from indian philosophy to contemporary political issues and serves as a tribute to the profound intellect of
radhakrishnan this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

S. RadhakrishnanHis Life And Works
2006

r s sugirtharajah shows how at the height of european colonialism whilst the colonizers were studying the sacred texts of hindus muslims
buddhists sikhs and zoroastrians the hindus were themselves scrutinizing the invader s book the christian bible sugirtharajah examines how
these hindus transformed the bible into what they deemed fit for and suited to their contexts the result was that the bible acquired a totally
different form and lost its authority as the book of the empire sugirtharajah shows how the resistant subversive and at times antagonistic
readings of the hindus went beyond what the colonizer had intended sadly what these hindus made of the bible went largely unnoticed and
was ignored by western scholarship this volume seeks to rectify this regrettable omission and to place both the hindu reformers and
nationalists attitude to the bible in their own specific context and to allow them to speak on their own terms rather than reading them with
christian preconception the hindu reformers covered include figures such as raja rammohun roy arumuga navalar keshub chunder sen swami
vivekananda ponnambalam ramanathan m k gandhi and sarvepalli radhakrishnan and nationalists such as dhirendranath chowdhary sita ram
goel and ram swarup the book contains the interpretative context the textual negotiation that went on between these hindus and the
missionaries and orientalists examples of their hinduization of the bible and the hermeneutical impact on mainstream biblical interpretation

Living With a Purpose
1982-01-01

revision of papers originally presented at the radhakrishnan centennial conference miami university 1988

FAQ Volume-1 (History, Geography, Indian polity and Indian Economy)
2023-06-15



Social And Educational Ideas Of Radhakrishnan
2008

The Social and Political Thought of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
1992

Indian Philosophy, by S. Radhakrishnan
1923

Our Heritage
1973-01-01

Radhakrishnan
1970

Indian Religions
1981-01-01

Occasional Speeches And Writings
2023-07-18



Radhakrishnan and Integral Experience
1966

Hindus and Their Christian Bible
2024-02-22

New Essays in the Philosophy of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
1995
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